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A B S T R A C T

The accordance pre-order describes whether a service can safely be replaced by another
service. That is, all partners for the original service should be partners for the new service.
Partners for a service interact with the service in such a way that always a certain common
goal can be reached.
We relate the accordance pre-order to the pre-orders known from the linear–branching
time spectrum, notably fair testing. The differences between accordance and fair testing
include the modeling of termination and success, and the parts of the services that cannot
be used reliably by any partner. Apart from the theoretical results, we address the practical
relevance of the introduced concepts.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Service-oriented computing (SOC) aims at building systems by using widely available and independently-developed
building blocks called services. Services sometimes need to be replaced, e.g., when new features have been implemented, or
bugs have been ﬁxed. Service replaceability is the problem of determining which services can replace each other without
endangering any current use.
The accordance pre-order [18,19] indicates whether a service y can be replaced by a service x without affecting any services
that use y. Service x is said to accord with y if every partner for y is a partner for x. A partner for a service x is a service z such
that the composition of x and z is correct. Several correctness notions can be considered, but we focus on weak termination.
Weak termination denotes that a ﬁnal state is always reachable, and hence it excludes deadlocks and non-terminating loops;
in the temporal logic CTL (Computation Tree Logic, [8]) it can be expressed using the “AG EF” pattern.
In this paper we study the relation between accordance and the pre-orders from the linear-branching time spectrum
[20,21]. In Fig. 1, some of these pre-orders and the relations between them are depicted, featuring B (strong bisimilarity),
RS (ready simulation), PF (possible futures), FT (fair testing [4,15,17]), MT (must testing [10]), CT (completed trace), and T
(trace) pre-orders. An arrow denotes the inclusion relation, so, e.g., B implies (is ﬁner than) PF; if an arrow is absent (in the
transitive closure), then the inclusion does not hold.
As noticed by [2,13], fair testing implies accordance (called conﬂict pre-order in [13], and sub-contract in [2]), but
accordance does not imply fair testing. In [2] a counter-example is given, whereas in [13] it is also shown that accordance
implies a new variant of failures pre-order. This last result, however, gives no conditions under which accordance coincides
with a single traditional pre-order.
In this paper we show that fair testing is the coarsest traditional pre-order that implies accordance. Moreover, we take the
extra step to analyze under which conditions accordance would imply fair testing. In this way, we identify the real differences
between accordance and fair testing.
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Fig. 1. Some traditional pre-orders.

A ﬁrst difference is the modeling of success and termination. In case of accordance, the composed services must terminate
together, which we model using a synchronized action . In case of fair testing, only the test needs to perform a “success”
action, say . In general, a test that synchronizes on the termination action  is not guaranteed to (eventually) perform the
success action , nor vice versa.
Another major difference is that accordance gives no information about the uncoverable states, which are states that cannot
be reached with any partner. For example, a service that receives a request and then deadlocks is accordance equivalent to
a service that deadlocks right away; in both cases there is no partner that can reliably use (this part of) the service.
This aspect is of interest within the context of software engineering. A service that contains bugs can be used as long as
these unreliable parts are avoided; this phenomenon is witnessed all too often. A new version where some of the bugs are
ﬁxed should accord with the old version, but the two versions may be unrelated in the trace pre-order, let alone any ﬁner
pre-orders.
In this paper we deﬁne a novel variant of fair testing that turns out to be equivalent to accordance. Moreover, we show
how restrictions on the tests in this variant can be transformed into restrictions on the services being tested. Finally we
discuss the practicality of these restrictions, in particular within the realm of services that communicate asynchronously.
Nevertheless, the main theory is developed in terms of synchronous communication.
Related work. In the literature several pre-orders are described that are related to accordance. The IR-equivalence from [23]
is used for the replaceability of Petri nets, but it is an asymmetric notion, i.e, it focuses only on the tests and not on the service
being tested. In [23] it has been proved that IR-equivalence coincides with fair testing.
The sub-contract pre-order from [7,12] is also asymmetric, but it only requires that the test never gets stuck. In [12] it has
been proved that this sub-contract relation coincides with must-testing. Must testing is known to be incomparable to fair
testing, as depicted in Fig. 1.
Stuck-free conformance from [11] only excludes deadlocks. In [11] it has been proved that CSP stable-failure reﬁnement
(which, for ﬁnitely branching processes without divergences, is equivalent to must-testing; see [9]) does not imply stuck-free
conformance, and stuck-free conformance is strictly larger than the refusal pre-order [16].
Overview. In Section 2 we provide some basic deﬁnitions. In Section 3 we compare accordance and fair testing without any
restrictions. In Section 4 we introduce some restrictions on the tests used for fair testing, and prove that this kind of fair
testing is equivalent to accordance. In Section 5 we replace a restriction on the tests by some restrictions on the services
being tested. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss some practical aspects, and in Section 7 we summarize the obtained results.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we deﬁne the most important concepts that we will use.
2.1. Processes
Let A be a set of actions containing three special actions: the silent action τ , the termination action , and the success
action . Processes are represented as non-empty (but possibly inﬁnite) tree-shaped labeled transition systems; for every
reachable state, there is exactly one path from the initial state. A branch of a tree is an action in the tree followed by the
remainder of the tree.
a
a
For any two states p and p , we write p −
→ p if an a-labeled edge exists from p to p . We write p −
→ if there exists a p such
a

that p −
→ p . If B is a set, then B* consists of the lists of elements from B;  denotes the empty list, and lists are concatenated
w

by juxtaposition. For w ∈ A* , =⇒ is the least relation satisfying:


⇒ p;
• p=
w

a

wa

w

τ

w

• p =⇒ p ∧ p −
→ q ⇒ p ==⇒ q, for any action a ∈ A\{τ };
• p =⇒ p ∧ p −
→ q ⇒ p =⇒ q.
w

w

w

We write p =⇒ if there exists a p such that p =⇒ p , and we write p =
⇒p if there exists a w such that p =⇒ p .
We build example processes in ACP-style [1] with the action preﬁx operators “a · ”, for each action a ∈ A, and inﬁx choice
operator “+” (which is commutative and associative). The “deadlock” process δ represents a state without outgoing edges,
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and for each action a ∈ A, we abbreviate the process a · δ by a. The merge operator H on two processes denotes composition
by synchronizing the actions from the set H and interleaving the other actions; the set H should contain the action , and
should not contain the actions  and τ . We also use the renaming operator ρf , where f is a function on A such that f (τ ) = τ .
The operational rules are as follows:
b

b

a

b

→ p , b ∈ A\H
p−

,

p H q −
→ p H q

q−
→ q , b ∈ A\H
b

p H q −
→ p H q

a

a

→ p , q −
→ q , a ∈ H
p−
,

a

p H q −
→ p  H q

→ p
p−
,

f (a)

.

ρf (p) −−→ ρf (p )

For conciseness, in the merge operator H we often leave the set H of synchronized actions implicit. Given the operational
w
u
v
rules, we can use pq =⇒ p q to denote that there exist u and v such that p =
⇒ p , q =
⇒ q , and w can be obtained from u and
v by synchronizing the actions from H and interleaving the other actions.
Deﬁnition 1 (Visited state). Let x and y be processes. Process x can visit a state r of process y iff there exists a state q of process
x such that xy =
⇒qr.
We introduce the abbreviation p
testable properties from [22].

a, for any process p and any action a, to specify a class of properties related to the

Deﬁnition 2 (Leads to). Let p be a process, and let a be an action. We use p
p, as long as action a has not occurred, action a can occur in the future, i.e.,
w

a to denote that in every execution of process

va

(∀w, q : w ∈ (A\{a})* : p =⇒ q ⇒ (∃v : v ∈ A* : q ==⇒)).
2.2. Accordance
The accordance pre-order indicates whether some process y can be replaced by some other process x, without endangering
the interaction with any partner for y. To formalize this, we ﬁrst deﬁne a partner for a process y as a process z such that their
composition yz has a certain behavioral property.
In this paper we consider the weak termination property, i.e., a ﬁnal state is always reachable. We use the action  to
mark the ﬁnal states; it is a synchronized action in order to deal with the ﬁnal states in a composed process.
Deﬁnition 3 (Partner). A process z is a partner for a process x iff the composition of x and z can always reach a ﬁnal state, i.e.,
xz
.
Deﬁnition 4 (Accordance). Two processes x and y are related in the accordance pre-order, i.e., x
is a partner for x. Two processes x and y are accordance equivalent, iff x acc y and y acc x.

acc y, iff each partner for y

Note that the roles of x and y follow the convention from [14]. Though we could have swapped them, the current convention
seems to be more natural when generalizing accordance to sets of processes; see [14].
This kind of accordance differs from the one in [18], which considers deadlock-freedom instead of weak termination.
The accordance notion from [19] addresses weak termination, but it is restricted to ﬁnite and acyclic processes (and hence
deadlock freedom coincides with weak termination). Equivalent pre-orders are the conﬂict pre-order from [13], and the
sub-contract pre-order from [2].
As an example, suppose a and b are synchronized actions. A process becomes smaller in the accordance pre-order by
reducing some of its internal choices, e.g., τ · a ·  acc τ · a ·  + τ · b · . In contrast to what was expected in [7], and to
some cases in Section 6.1, a process does not become smaller by increasing some of its external choices, e.g., a ·  + b · 
and a ·  are unrelated (consider the potential partners b ·  and a ·  + b). Nevertheless, both processes are smaller than
a ·  + b, where the branch b (or b · δ) denotes that no partner may synchronize on b in this state.
So far there is no algorithm to decide accordance, but there is some ongoing work in this direction for ﬁnite-state processes.
The main issue is to compare two possibly-inﬁnite sets of partners. For a weaker notion of partner, accordance can be decided
using a ﬁnite representation of the sets of partners [18]. In [25], we developed a related representation for the current notion
of partner, whereas an algorithm is still work in progress.
For some general properties of accordance-like pre-orders we refer to [14]. In particular, accordance is a pre-congruence
with respect to the associative operator H . However, accordance is not a congruence with respect to operator +; e.g., a acc δ
and b ·  acc b · , but a + b ·  acc δ + b ·  (consider the potential partner a + b · ).
For some processes there exist no partners; such processes are called uncontrollable [24]. The simplest example of an
uncontrollable process is δ.
Deﬁnition 5 (Controllable process). A process x is controllable iff there exists a partner for x.
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2.3. Fair testing
To formalize the fair testing pre-order [4,15,17], we ﬁrst deﬁne the notion of a successful test. We use the action
model success of a test; it is an unsynchronized action as it should not occur in the process being tested.

 to

Deﬁnition 6 (Successful test). Let x be a process that does not contain the action . A process t is a successful test on x iff the
composition of x and t can always reach a state where  can be performed, i.e., xt
.
Deﬁnition 7 (Fair testing). Let x and y be two processes that do not contain the action . Processes x and y are related in the
fair testing pre-order, i.e., x ft y, iff each successful test on y is a successful test on x.
Fair testing is known to imply the (completed) trace pre-order. The other way around, processes x = a ·  and y = a + a · 
are trace equivalent, but in terms of fair testing we only have x ft y. This is also depicted in Fig. 1. An algorithm to decide
fair testing for ﬁnite-state processes has been presented in [17].
Being a partner is a symmetric notion (z is a partner for x iff x is a partner for z), but being a successful test is not: given
the restrictions on , if t is a successful test on x, then x is not a successful test on t. Although for some processes there exist
no partners (in terms of accordance), for every process there exists a successful test. Moreover, some tests are successful on
every process. The simplest example of such a trivial test is just .
Deﬁnition 8 (Trivial test). A trivial test is a successful test on every process that does not contain the action .
3. Accordance versus fair testing
This section describes our ﬁrst attempt to relate the accordance pre-order to some traditional pre-order, and in particular
to fair testing. We prove that fair testing implies accordance, and show that, in general, accordance does not imply fair testing.
3.1. Fair testing implies accordance
To position accordance in the spectrum from Fig. 1, consider the processes x = a* a ·  and y = a* a ·  + a* δ; the binary
Kleene star a* p, for any action a and process p, is the least ﬁx-point X of the equation X = a · X + p. Accordance distinguishes
between x and y, as x has a partner, e.g., a* , whereas y is uncontrollable. On the other hand, ready simulation does not
distinguish between x and y; see [22]. Thus we conclude that accordance is not implied by any of the pre-orders depicted at
the top of Fig. 1.
In [13,2] it is shown that fair testing implies accordance. For completeness reasons, and for later use, we also provide a
proof for it.
Theorem 1 (Fair testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action  holds:
x

ft y ⇒ x

acc y.

Proof. Let x and y be processes that do not contain the action . Let x ft y, i.e., each successful test on y is a successful test
on x. To prove x acc y, let z be a partner for y. What remains to be proved is that z is a partner for x.
As  is an unsynchronized action, we can reduce the case that partner z contains  to a partner that does not contain 
(by renaming  to τ ). In what follows, we consider the case that z does not contain the action .
We can complete the proof if there exists a test t such that for every process p (like x and y) that does not contain :
pz
 ⇔ pt . Such a process t can be constructed from the given partner z (see also [13,2], which contain the same
observation) by replacing every occurrence of the action  by the term  · . The proof of ⇒ uses that  is an unsynchronized
action, and the proof of ⇐ uses that p and z do not contain the action . 
As an example, the processes x = a ·  + b ·  and y = τ · a ·  + b ·  are related by x
the example partner z = a ·  is replaced by the test t = a ·  · .

ft y and x

acc y. In the proof,

3.2. Restricted testing
In the proof of Theorem 1 we have only used a limited number of successful ft -tests, viz., tests where each
immediately followed by a trivial test. To make this explicit, we ﬁrst deﬁne a restricted kind of fair testing.
Deﬁnition 9 (Restricted test). A restricted test is a test in which each occurrence of action
trivial test.

 is

 is immediately followed by a
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Fig. 2. Pre-orders related to accordance.

Deﬁnition 10 (Restricted testing). Let x and y be two processes that do not contain the action . Processes x and y are related
in the restricted testing pre-order, i.e., x rt y, iff each restricted test that is a successful test on y is a successful test on x.
From the deﬁnition of restricted testing, we can immediately conclude its relation to fair testing.
Corollary 1 (Fair testing implies restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action
x ft y ⇒ x rt y.

 holds:

Using these deﬁnitions, we can strengthen Theorem 1 based on its previously given proof.
Theorem 2 (Restricted testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action  holds:
x

rt y ⇒ x

acc y.

3.3. Counter-examples
Accordance does not imply restricted testing, as the processes x = a and y = δ indicate. As x and y are uncontrollable,
x acc y holds. However, t = a +  is a restricted test that is a successful test on y, but it is not a successful test on x. A similar
observation in terms of fair testing has been made in [2,13]. This example shows that accordance gives no information on
uncontrollable processes, whereas fair testing does.
Restricted testing is unrelated to the (completed) trace pre-order. The processes x = a ·  and y = a ·  · b are restricted
testing equivalent, but not (completed) trace equivalent. Note that we treat the two termination actions  and  as ordinary
actions, and hence they are not necessarily the last actions of a process.
Similarly, the processes x = a and y = a + a ·  are restricted testing equivalent (in both cases, after an a, every successful
test is always able to reach  as long as no synchronization occurs; moreover, after any synchronization on  the test must
be trivial), but not (completed) trace equivalent. This shows that restricted testing (and hence accordance) does not imply
the (completed) trace pre-order, nor any ﬁner pre-order like fair testing. Using our earlier observation that ready simulation
does not imply accordance, we can conclude that the (completed) trace pre-order does not imply restricted testing.
These results indicate that fair testing is the coarsest traditional pre-order that implies accordance. In Fig. 2, our pre-orders
RT (restricted testing) and Acc (accordance) are shown in relation to those in Fig. 1. In what follows, we study the differences
between restricted testing and accordance.
4. A covering kind of fair testing
In this section we combine the observations from the previous section and deﬁne a kind of fair testing that is equivalent
to accordance. As accordance gives no information on uncoverable states, the idea is to restrict the tests such that they can
only visit states that can be visited by partners.
4.1. Covering tests
For every process, the set of states can be partitioned into the states that can be visited using any partner and the states
that cannot. The states that can be visited using a partner are called coverable.
Deﬁnition 11 (Coverable state). A state q of a process x is coverable iff there exists a partner z for x that can visit state q.
Deﬁnition 12 (Covering process). A process y is a covering process for a process x iff process y can only visit coverable states
of process x.
As an example, the process x = a · (b + b ·  + c · ) has three uncoverable states: after the ﬁrst b, after the second b,
and after the ﬁrst . In particular the state after the second b is uncoverable, as no partner can use this b due to the ﬁrst b.
As illustrated by the state after the ﬁrst , whenever a process is in an uncoverable state, it cannot enter a coverable state
anymore.
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To compute the coverable states, we can use the notion of a most-permissive partner [24], which is a partner that can
visit all the states that can be visited using any partner. So, the coverable states of a process are the states that can be visited
by a most-permissive partner. An algorithm for computing a most-permissive partner of a ﬁnite-state process can be found
in [24].
Every partner for a process x is a covering process for x. For every uncontrollable process, there exist no covering processes,
because uncoverable processes have no coverable states, and every process has at least one state. In the accordance preorder, the process and its partner should always be able to reach a ﬁnal state before reaching an uncoverable state. A similar
phenomenon occurs in the safe-must pre-order [6], where a process and its observer must reach a success state before
reaching a catastrophic (i.e., diverging) one.
From a software-engineering perspective, it is also useful to distinguish between coverable and uncoverable states. For
example, testing should concentrate on the coverable states, as the other states cannot be used reliably anyhow. Using these
deﬁnitions, we can deﬁne a notion of covering restricted testing, such that the tests may only visit coverable states of the
process being tested.
Deﬁnition 13 (Covering restricted testing). Let x and y be two processes that do not contain the action . Processes x and y
are related in the covering restricted testing pre-order, i.e., x crt y, iff each restricted test that is a successful covering test on
y is a successful covering test on x.
The covering restricted testing pre-order is a variant of fair testing, whereas others try to relate accordance to different
traditional pre-orders, e.g., in [13] to a variant of failures pre-order. Although we restrict the considered set of tests, in [13]
similar sets are extended. Moreover, in [13] it is not proved that accordance coincides with their variant of failures pre-order,
whereas in Corollary 2 we will prove that accordance coincides with covering restricted testing.
4.2. Covering restricted testing implies accordance
As mentioned before, the successful ft -tests that we have used in the proof of Theorem 1 are restricted tests. Moreover,
the used tests turn out to be covering tests, as every partner is a covering process. To make this explicit, we again strengthen
Theorem 1 based on its previously given proof.
Theorem 3 (Covering restricted testing implies accordance). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action 
holds:
x

crt y ⇒ x

acc y.

4.3. Expansion
Before proving that accordance implies covering restricted testing, we ﬁrst develop some theory to relate partners and
covering tests. We introduce the notion of an expansion of a test, which corresponds to adding certain branches after
occurrences of action .
Deﬁnition 14 (Expansion). An expansion of a test t is a process that can be obtained from t by adding branches to states that
occur after any action .
A covering test on process x cannot visit any uncoverable state of x. So, a successful covering test on x must be expandable
into a partner for x. We prove the following two useful lemmata relating partners and covering tests.
Lemma 1. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Every successful covering test on x is expandable into a partner
for x.
Proof. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Let t be a successful covering test on x. What remains to be
proved is that there exists a partner z for x that is an expansion of t.
As t is a successful covering test on x, in the composition xt always some state qr is reachable, in which q is a covering
state of x and r is a state of t, such that  has already occurred at least once. As q is a covering state of x, there exists a partner
z  for x such that in the composition xz  a state qr  is reachable, in which r  denotes a state of z  . If before reaching any such
state q the action  has not occurred (recall that we consider processes as trees), then we can ensure that  is reachable
with z by adding to any such a state r of t a τ -labeled edge to such a state r  . 
For the example process x = a · (b + b ·  + c · ), the successful covering test t = a ·  can be expanded using the partner
z  = a · c ·  into the partner z = a ·  · τ · c · .
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Lemma 2. Let x be a process that does not contain the action
process x is a successful covering test on x.
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. Every restricted test that can be expanded into a partner for

Proof. Let x be a process that does not contain the action . Let t be a restricted test, and let z be an expansion of t that is a
partner for process x. What remains to be proved is that t is a successful covering test on x.
Partner z is a covering process for x, even if some branches of z are removed. So every test that can be expanded into z is
a covering test on x.
To show that t is a successful test on x, we distinguish between two kinds of occurrences of  in z. Each action  that
is also present in the restricted test t is directly followed by a trivial test. Each other action  in z is in a branch that occurs
after an action  in t. In both cases it holds that, as z is a partner for x, test t is a successful test on x. 
4.4. Accordance implies covering restricted testing
Using this theory on covering restricted testing, we can prove that accordance implies covering restricted testing.
Theorem 4 (Accordance implies covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action 
holds:
x

acc y ⇒ x

crt y.

Proof. Let x and y be processes that do not contain the action . Let x acc y, i.e., each partner for y is a partner for x. To prove
x crt y, let t be a restricted test that is a successful covering test on y. What remains to be proved is that t is a successful
covering test on x.
Using Lemma 1, there exists a partner z for y such that z is an expansion of t. Using x acc y, z is also a partner for x. Using
Lemma 2, restricted test t is a successful covering test on x. 
The example processes x = a ·  + b ·  and y = τ · a ·  + b ·  are related by x acc y and x crt y. In the proof, the
example test t = a ·  is replaced by the partner z = a ·  · τ · .
From the two implications presented in Theorems 3 and 4 we immediately conclude that accordance is equivalent to
covering restricted testing.
Corollary 2 (Accordance equals covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action
holds: x acc y ⇔ x crt y.



5. Covering restricted testing versus restricted testing
In this section we study in which cases restricted testing and accordance coincide, or rather (based on Corollary 2), in
which cases restricted testing and covering restricted testing coincide. Instead of restricting the considered tests, as we did
in the previous section, we introduce two restrictions on the tested processes.
5.1. Restricted testing implies covering restricted testing
In Theorem 2 we proved that restricted testing implies accordance, and in Theorem 4 we proved that accordance implies
covering restricted testing. Thus we conclude that restricted testing implies covering restricted testing.
Corollary 3 (Restricted testing implies covering restricted testing). For any two processes x and y that do not contain the action
rt y ⇒ x crt y.

 holds: x

In the remainder of this section we focus on conditions under which we can prove, for any processes x and y, that
x crt y ⇒ x rt y. In contrast to the pre-order rt , the pre-order crt gives no information on uncontrollable processes.
Therefore, we have to focus on controllable processes.
5.2. Pruned processes
In Section 4, covering tests were introduced to avoid distinguishing between different uncoverable states. To avoid this
restriction on the tests, we introduce a normal form for the uncoverable states of the process being tested.
Uncontrollable processes have no partners or covering tests, whereas the smallest set of successful tests (in terms of fair
testing) is the set of trivial tests. The idea is to introduce a normal form such that uncoverable states correspond to states for
which only the trivial tests are successful.
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The simplest uncontrollable process, viz., δ, is not a candidate for this normal form, as non-trivial tests like a +  are
successful on process δ, but not on, e.g., the uncontrollable process a. The next lemma gives a normal form U for the
uncoverable states, and proves that U is an uncontrollable process and that every successful test on U is trivial.
a

τ

→ U, for every action a, and U −
→ δ.
Lemma 3 (Normalized uncontrollable process). Let U be the process such that only U −
Process U is uncontrollable, and all successful tests on U are trivial tests.
τ

Proof. Process U is uncontrollable because of U −
→ δ. To show that all successful tests are trivial tests, consider any test t
that is a successful test on U, and any process x that does not contain the action . Process U is such that it can mimic every
execution of x and afterwards perform the τ -edge and block. Test t is a successful test on U, and hence t is a successful test
on every process x. 
Instead of process U as deﬁned in Lemma 3, we could also use the catastrophic divergent process CHAOS from CSP [5],
but process CHAOS is more complicated than needed for our purposes.
Deﬁnition 15 (Pruned process). A process is pruned iff every ﬁrst uncoverable state is equal to U.
Note that the ﬁrst uncoverable states are well-deﬁned, as we consider processes as trees with one initial state. Any
process can be transformed into an accordance-equivalent pruned process; pruning is the operation of replacing each ﬁrst
uncoverable state (including all outgoing edges) by U. Pruning the example process x = a · (b + b ·  + c · ) yields the
process a · (b · U + b · U + c · ), which is bisimilar to a · (b · U + c · ). Moreover, every pruned uncontrollable process is
equal to U. We can decide whether a ﬁnite-state process is pruned by computing its coverable and uncoverable states.
5.3. Vulnerable set of processes
To prove that crt implies rt , it turns out to be insufﬁcient to restrict the processes to pruned processes. For example,
consider the two processes x = a ·  and y = a ·  + b · U, which are controllable and pruned processes containing the
synchronized actions a and b. The term b · U in y can be interpreted as that no partner may synchronize on action b in this
state; in contrast, a partner for x may offer synchronization on b. In this case x acc y holds, and hence x crt y holds by
Theorem 4, but the restricted test t = b ·  is successful for y, but not for x.
The problem is the action on the edge from a coverable to an uncoverable state. Although the proposed kind of pruning
does not change the semantics in terms of acc and crt , removing this action would change the semantics, and hence we
do not consider this to be feasible.
To ﬁnd a sufﬁcient condition on the processes, let us consider a typical proof attempt for x crt y implies x rt y, for
any two processes x and y. Such a proof starts with a successful rt -test t on y. To use the crt -relation, test t should be
transformed into a crt -test. The following lemma describes a way to do so.
Lemma 4. Let x be a controllable and pruned process that does not contain the action . Any successful test on x can be transformed
into a successful covering test on x in two steps. First, replace each trivial test by action . Second, replace some branches a · ,
where action a can move x from a coverable to an uncoverable state, by action .
Proof. Let x be a controllable and pruned process that does not contain the action . Let t be a successful test on x.
As  is a trivial test, replacing in t every trivial test by action  yields a successful test t  on x. Consider in the composition

xt each ﬁrst reachable state q r  , such that q is an uncoverable state of x and r  is a state of t  . As x is controllable, there
a
is also a reachable state qr, in which q is a coverable state of x and r is a state of t, such that there is an edge qr −
→ q r 
for a synchronized action a different from . As x is pruned, q is equal to U. As every trivial test in t  is equal to , we have
r  = . By replacing in t  each such branch a ·  by  we obtain a successful covering test on x. 
For the example process x = a · (b + b ·  + c · ), the successful test a · b · ( + a · ) is ﬁrst transformed into the
successful test a · b · , and then in the successful covering test a · .
Using Lemma 4, a successful rt -test t on y can be transformed into a successful crt -test t  on y. Using the given crt relation, test t  is a successful crt -test on x. To conclude that t is a successful rt -test on x, we have to replace in t  some
actions  by a branch a · , for some synchronized action a. However, it is not guaranteed that a can be accepted, and hence
a deadlock may be introduced.
For the counter-example in the beginning of this section, test t = b ·  is transformed into the successful covering test
t  =  on x. To conclude that t is successful on x, action b should be accepted by x, but this is not the case.
To solve this issue, we assume not only that the processes have been pruned, but also that the considered set of processes
is vulnerable.
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Deﬁnition 16 (Vulnerable set of processes). A set of processes is vulnerable iff every action that can move some of the processes
from a coverable state (where  has not yet occurred) to an uncoverable state, is an action that can be accepted in every
coverable state of each of the processes. A process x is vulnerable iff {x} is a vulnerable set of processes.
This may sound like a severe restriction, but in Section 6.1 we will see that vulnerable sets of processes are quite common
in practice. We can decide whether a ﬁnite-state process is vulnerable by computing its coverable and uncoverable states.
In general there exists no accordance-equivalent process that is vulnerable. For example, consider the process x = a + b ·
a · . In what follows, we collect necessary conditions on a vulnerable process y that is accordance-equivalent to x, and show
a contradiction. Process x and y have b · a ·  as a partner; hence all the states in y that can be visited with this partner are
coverable. However, b · a ·  + a · z  , for any process z  , is not a partner for x and y; hence a is an action that can move y from
a coverable state to an uncoverable state. Finally, b · a · ( + a) is a partner for x and y; hence y cannot accept a in a certain
coverable state. So there exists no vulnerable process y that is accordance-equivalent to x.
Pruning behaves nicely in terms of a vulnerable set of processes as it only normalizes uncoverable states.
Lemma 5. Pruning each process in a vulnerable set of processes yields a vulnerable set of pruned processes.
5.4. Covering restricted testing implies restricted testing
Using this theory on pruning and vulnerable processes, we can prove that covering restricted testing implies restricted
testing.
Theorem 5 (Covering restricted testing implies restricted testing). Let x and y be two controllable and pruned processes that
do not contain the action . If x and y are in a vulnerable set of processes, then the following holds:
x

crt y ⇒ x

rt y.

Proof. Let x and y be controllable and pruned processes that do not contain the action , and that are in a vulnerable set of
processes. Let x crt y, i.e., for each restricted test t  it holds that if t  is a successful covering test on y, then t  is a successful
covering test on x. To prove x rt y, let t be a restricted test that is successful on y. What remains to be proved is that t is
successful on x.
Based on Lemma 4, we replace in t each trivial test by action , yielding a successful test t  on y, and afterwards replace
some branches a ·  (where a can move y from a coverable state to an uncoverable state) by action , yielding a successful
covering test t  on y. As all trivial tests in t  had been replaced by , no  occurs before such an a in t  . As test t is restricted,
tests t  and t  are also restricted, and hence no  occurs before such an a in t  .
Using x crt y, test t  is a successful covering test on x. To obtain t again, we ﬁrst replace some actions  by a branch
a · . For the actions  that are not reachable in the composition xt  , this cannot harm success on x. Every action  that is
reachable in the composition xt  starts in a coverable state of x, as t  is a covering test on x. Action a can be accepted in this
state, as x and y are in a vulnerable set of processes and action a could move y from a coverable state (where  had not yet
occurred) to an uncoverable state. Finally we replace some actions  in successful test t  on x by a trivial test, yielding test
t, which is guaranteed to be successful on x. 
From Corollary 3 and Theorem 5 we immediately conclude that, for certain processes, covering restricted testing is
equivalent to restricted testing.
Corollary 4 (Covering restricted testing equals restricted testing). Let x and y be two controllable and pruned processes that do
not contain the action . If x and y are in a vulnerable set of processes, then x crt y ⇔ x rt y.
As the notions of accordance and covering restricted testing are equivalent (see Corollary 2), we can relate accordance
and restricted testing.
Corollary 5 (Accordance equals restricted testing). Let x and y be two controllable and pruned processes that do not contain the
action . If x and y are in a vulnerable set of processes, then x acc y ⇔ x rt y.
These restrictions are not yet enough to prove x acc y ⇒ x ft y. Consider the counter-example x = a ·  +  and
y = a · , where x and y are in a vulnerable set of pruned processes. In relation to process y, process x only makes it easier
to terminate properly, so x acc y holds. However, the (non-restricted) test t =  +  is a successful test on y, but not on
x. In particular, this shows that fair testing and accordance do not coincide for processes in which all states are coverable,
although this was claimed by [13].
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Fig. 3. Buffering schemes.

6. Asynchronous communication
In this section we show that all processes that only communicate asynchronously are in a vulnerable set. We ﬁrst describe
how to model such processes, and then derive some useful properties of them.
6.1. Modeling asynchronous communication
Processes that communicate asynchronously can be modeled as processes that communicate synchronously, by explicitly
introducing the communication buffers between them as additional processes (see also a brief remark in [11]). In line with
[19,3], we consider unbounded uni-directional buffers that are empty in the initial state and that must be empty upon
termination.
Let M be a set of message types. Let the asynchronous processes use synchronized actions (apart from ) of the shape
?m and !m, for m ∈ M, to denote respectively receiving and sending a message of type m. For each message type m, a buffer
can be modeled as Bm (0), where Bm is deﬁned as:
Bm (0) = +!m · Bm (1), Bm (n + 1) =?m · Bm (n)+!m · Bm (n + 2)
In Bm (n), the natural number n denotes the number of messages in the buffer. Synchronization on action !m puts a message
in the buffer, whereas synchronization on ?m gets a message from the buffer. The buffer can only terminate properly when
it is empty.
Thus, asynchronous communication using a set of message types M can be modeled as follows. Let x be a given asynchronous process and z be an asynchronous partner, that use disjoint sets of synchronized actions for the message types
M. Let B denote the merge {} of Bm , for every m ∈ M. The buffered composition of x and z can be modeled as x  B  z; in
addition to synchronization over , the ﬁrst merge synchronizes over the synchronized actions of the buffer for x, and the
second merge synchronizes over the synchronized actions of the buffer for z.
To keep the binary setting of a given process x and a partner z, and to avoid imposing restrictions on the set of all partners,
we integrate the buffers with each given process. The resulting process is x  B; see Fig. 3(a). Thus, the partner z can send a
message of type m to the process x using a synchronized action !m of the buffer; receiving a message from z is an internal
action of the composition of the process x and the buffer B. Similarly, the partner z can receive a message of type m from the
process x using a synchronized action ?m of the buffer; sending a message to z is an internal action of the composition of
the process x and the buffer B. We call such an integrated process x  B a buffered process.
Deﬁnition 17. Let I and O be two disjoint sets of message types. An (I, O)-buffered process is a process where each action is
either
1. an internal (unsynchronized) action;
2. the synchronized action ;
3. a synchronized action that gets a message from an output buffer for type m ∈ O; or
4. a synchronized action that puts a message in an input buffer for type m ∈ I.
In Section 2.2 we have seen that, in general, synchronous processes do not become smaller in the accordance pre-order
by increasing some of their external choices. However, to some extent, this does hold for (I, O)-buffered processes in terms
of the asynchronous processes they are based on. For example, consider the following extension of an asynchronous process
(before introducing the buffers for I = {a, b} and O = ∅):
?a · 

→ ?a · +?b

In both cases, after introducing the buffers it is possible for a partner to synchronize on !b. Moreover, in both cases after this
behavior proper termination cannot be guaranteed anymore. However, the following similar extension is not valid:
?a · ?b · 

→ ?a · ?b · +?b

In this case a controllable process is extended to an uncontrollable process, and this makes the process bigger in the accordance
pre-order.
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6.2. Properties of asynchronous services
It is well known that two (unbounded) buffers in series behave as one (unbounded) buffer, i.e., they are branching bisimilar
after hiding the synchronized actions in between them. So, Bm can be replaced by Cm {,m} Dm , where Cm and Dm are buffers
that are obtained from Bm by renaming some of the actions:
Cm (0) = +!m · Cm (1), Cm (n + 1) = m · Cm (n)+!m · Cm (n + 2)
Dm (0) =  + m · Dm (1), Dm (n + 1) =?m · Dm (n) + m · Dm (n + 2)
Thus, using the associativity of the merge, any partner z of an (I, O)-buffered process xB can be transformed into a buffered
partner Dz for xC (or vice versa), without affecting weak termination; see Fig. 3(b). As xB and xC are identical up
to renaming some synchronized actions (like m), Dz can be transformed into a (O, I)-buffered partner for xB by some
renaming.
Let us investigate which actions can move a buffered process from a coverable to an uncoverable state.
a

→ q , for some state
Lemma 6. Let x be an (I, O)-buffered process, let q be a coverable state of x, and let a be an action such that q −
q of x. State q is guaranteed to be coverable if action a is
1. an internal (unsynchronized) action;
2. the synchronized action ;
3. a synchronized action ?m of type m ∈ O that gets a message from an output buffer.
a

→ q , for some state q
Proof. Let x be a buffered process, let q be a coverable state of x, and let a be an action such that q −
of x.
As q is coverable, there is a partner z that can visit q while being in a state r. To show that q is coverable, we show how
to construct a partner that can visit state q in case partner z does not:
1. As internal action a is unsynchronized, partner z can also visit q .
2. Adding in r a -labeled outgoing edge, gives a partner that can visit q .
3. Replacing partner z by an (O, I)-buffered partner as described before, gives a partner that can synchronize on ?m in every
state, and hence it can visit q . 
So, the only actions that can move an (I, O)-buffered process from a coverable state to an uncoverable state are actions
that put a message into an input buffer. As the buffers are unbounded, these actions can be accepted in every state before any
occurrence of action . Combining these ingredients, we can conclude that certain sets of buffered processes are vulnerable.
Lemma 7. Let I and O be two disjoint sets of message types. Any set of (I, O)-buffered processes is a vulnerable set of processes.
Combining our previous results, we obtain the following result for asynchronous processes.
Corollary 6. Let I and O be two disjoint sets of message types. Let x and y be two asynchronous processes that only contain the
synchronized actions , ?m for m ∈ I, and !m for m ∈ O, but that do not contain the action . Let B be the buffer that corresponds
to I and O. Let x be the result of pruning the (I, O)-buffered process xB, and let y be the result of pruning the (I, O)-buffered process
yB. If xB and yB are controllable , then x acc y ⇔ x rt y .

7. Conclusions and further work
We have studied the replaceability of services in terms of the accordance pre-order. Accordance is deﬁned in terms of the
partners for a process, which are the processes that can properly use the process, i.e., their composition is free of deadlocks
and non-terminating loops. An uncoverable state of a process is a state that cannot be visited using any partner for the
process.
We have identiﬁed the position of accordance in relation to traditional process equivalences and pre-orders. We have
proved that fair testing is the coarsest traditional pre-order that implies accordance, and analyzed under which conditions
accordance implies (restricted) fair testing. Thus we have identiﬁed the differences between accordance and fair testing:
• Success and termination: In case of accordance, the composed processes must terminate together (using a synchronized
action ). In case of fair testing, only the test needs to perform an (unsynchronized) “success” action .
• Testing for termination: In case of accordance, there is no information about the states of the process after any occurrence
of action . In case of fair testing, there is information about each state of the process.
• Uncoverable states: In case of accordance, there is no information about uncoverable states of the process. In case of fair
testing, there is information about each state of the process.
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We have introduced a covering restricted testing pre-order as a variant of fair testing. This pre-order restricts the tests to
those that can only test positively for termination, and that do not visit uncoverable states. We have proved that accordance
is equivalent to this novel variant of fair testing.
We have also shown that we can allow the tests to visit uncoverable states after imposing two restrictions on the
controllable processes being tested: processes have to be
• pruned: all uncoverable states must be in a normal form for which only trivial tests are successful.
• vulnerable: every action that can move a process from a coverable state to an uncoverable state should be acceptable in
every coverable state.
This study is not just theoretical. In practice, most services only communicate asynchronously, and such services are
guaranteed to be vulnerable. Services are typically not pruned, but the required identiﬁcation of the uncoverable states is
useful in terms of software engineering.
The covering nature of accordance is absent in most traditional process equivalences and pre-orders. Basically, accordance
largely ignores the parts of the processes that cannot be used reliably. This corresponds to many situations in practice, where
parts of services are known to be unreliable and hence are not (yet) used. Therefore, an interesting line of further work is to
investigate how to integrate this concept in other process equivalences and pre-orders.
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